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This book features research presented at the 1st
International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and
Applied Mathematics in Engineering, held on 20–22
April 2019 at Antalya, Manavgat (Turkey). In today’s
world, various engineering areas are essential
components of technological innovations and
effective real-world solutions for a better future. In
this context, the book focuses on problems in
engineering and discusses research using artificial
intelligence and applied mathematics. Intended for
scientists, experts, M.Sc. and Ph.D. students,
postdocs and anyone interested in the subjects
covered, the book can also be used as a reference
resource for courses related to artificial intelligence
and applied mathematics.
Electric power engineers and technicians can turn to
the revision of this popular handbook for step-bystep calculation procedures for solving over 300
problems commonly encountered in electrical power
engineering. Included are calculations for such areas
as network analysis, ac and dc machines,
transformers, transmission lines, system stability,
grounding, lighting design, batteries, and
engineering economics. 250 illustrations.
IEE centenary issue, 1871-1971, v. 17, no. 4
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(Apr./May 1971).
Master the art of vibration monitoring of induction
motors with this unique guide to on-line condition
assessment and fault diagnosis, building on the
author's fifty years of investigative expertise. It
includes: *Robust techniques for diagnosing of a
wide range of common faults, including shaft
misalignment and/or soft foot, rolling element
bearing faults, sleeve bearing faults, magnetic and
vibrational issues, resonance in vertical motor drives,
and vibration and acoustic noise from inverters.
*Detailed technical coverage of thirty real-world
industrial case studies, from initial vibration spectrum
analysis through to fault diagnosis and final stripdown. *An introduction to real-world vibration
spectrum analysis for fault diagnosis, and practical
guidelines to reduce bearing failure through effective
grease management. This definitive book is
essential reading for industrial end-users, engineers,
and technicians working in motor design,
manufacturing, and condition monitoring. It will also
be of interest to researchers and graduate students
working on condition monitoring.
Recent trends in engineering show increased
emphasis on integrated analysis, design, and control
of advanced electromechanical systems, and their
scope continues to expand. Mechatronics-a
breakthrough concept-has evolved to attack,
integrate, and solve a variety of emerging problems
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in engineering, and there appears to be no end to its
application. It has become essential for all engineers
to understand its basic theoretical standpoints and
practical applications. Electromechanical Systems,
Electric Machines, and Applied Mechatronics
presents a unique combination of traditional
engineering topics and the latest technologies,
integrated to stimulate new advances in the analysis
and design of state-of-the-art electromechanical
systems. With a focus on numerical and analytical
methods, the author develops the rigorous theory of
electromechanical systems and helps build problemsolving skills. He also stresses simulation as a
critical aspect of developing and prototyping
advanced systems. He uses the MATLABTM
environment for his examples and includes a
MATLABTM diskette with the book, thus providing a
solid introduction to this standard engineering tool.
Readable, interesting, and accessible,
Electromechanical Systems, Electric Machines, and
Applied Mechatronics develops a thorough
understanding of the integrated perspectives in the
design and analysis of electromechanical systems. It
covers the basic concepts in mechatronics, and with
numerous worked examples, prepares the reader to
use the results in engineering practice. Readers who
master this book will know what they are doing, why
they are doing it, and how to do it.
List of members in v. 7-15, 17, 19-20.
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Motor control technology continues to play a vital role in the
initiative to eliminate or at least decrease petroleum
dependency and greenhouse gas emissions around the
world. Increased motor efficiency is a crucial aspect of this
science in the global transition to clean power use in areas
such as industrial applications and home appliances—but
particularly in the design of vehicles. Summarizes the
evolution of motor driving units toward high efficiency, low
cost, high power density, and flexible interface with other
components AC Motor Control and Electric Vehicle
Applications addresses the topics mentioned in its title but
also elaborates on motor design perspective, such as back
EMF harmonics, loss, flux saturation, and reluctance torque,
etc. Maintaining theoretical integrity in AC motor modeling
and control throughout, the author focuses on the benefits
and simplicity of the rotor field-oriented control, describing the
basics of PWM, inverter, and sensors. He also clarifies the
fundamentals of electric vehicles and their associated
dynamics, motor issues, and battery limits. A powerful
compendium of practical information, this book serves as an
overall useful tool for the design and control of high-efficiency
motors.
Advances During The Past Two Decades In Use Of HighPowered And Fast-Acting Solid-State Devices Has Advanced
The State Of The Art Of Motor Control And Excitation
Systems For Alternators; These Require The Explanation Of
Harmonic Torques In Motors, As Well As The Stability Of
Machines. This Book Covers The Necessary Material At The
Undergraduate Level And Could Serve As A Terminal Course
In Electrical Machinery Syllabus.The Book Commences With
Magnetic-Circuit Calculations For Devices And Machines,
Field-Plotting Methods And Principles Of Electro- Mechanical
Energy Conversion For Which The Magnetic Fields Serve As
Reservoirs Of Energy. The Conversion Processes Are Based
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On The Application Ofamperes Law Of Force And Faradays
Law Of E.M. Induction, Using D Alemberts Principle Of Virtual
Work. A Great Emphasis Is Placed On The Application
Oflagranges Equation, Including Motional E.M.F. And The
Rayleigh Dissipation Function. The Author Has Experienced
That A Firm Grasp Oflagranges Method Is Most Beneficial
For Handling Complex E.M.C. Problems.Chapters 3 Through
10 Cover The Basic Principles Of Operation And
Performance Of Transformers, Dc Machines, Induction
Motors, Synchronous Machines Leading To Discussion Of
Dynamics Of Machines In The Steady State And Transient
State. The Chapter On Synchronous Machines Is
Strengthened By Showing The Very Basic And Important
Aspect Of Calculation Of Synchronous-Machine Constants
Which Is Considered Novel In Such A Book. The Student Is
Given The Idea That The Flux Distribution In The Machine Is
Basic To Its Operation In All Its States Of Operation.The Final
Chapter Is An Introduction To Computer Aided Design Of
Machines Which Is Gaining In Importance In Practice. Every
Chapter Has Many Worked Examples To Guide The Student
Not Only In Problem Solving But To Illustrate Engineering
Aspects Of This Very Important Topic. Review Questions,
Problems For Self-Testing And Objective Type Questions
With All Answers Are Provided.
From the fan motor in your PC to precision control of aircraft,
electrical machines of all sizes, varieties, and levels of
complexity permeate our world. Some are very simple, while
others require exacting and application-specific design.
Electrical Machine Analysis Using Finite Elements provides
the tools necessary for the analysis and design of any type of
electrical machine by integrating mathematical/numerical
techniques with analytical and design methodologies.
Building successively from simple to complex analyses, this
book leads you step-by-step through the procedures and
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illustrates their implementation with examples of both
traditional and innovative machines. Although the examples
are of specific devices, they demonstrate how the procedures
apply to any type of electrical machine, introducing a
preliminary theory followed by various considerations for the
unique circumstance. The author presents the mathematical
background underlying the analysis, but emphasizes
application of the techniques, common strategies, and
obtained results. He also supplies codes for simple algorithms
and reveals analytical methodologies that universally apply to
any software program. With step-by-step coverage of the
fundamentals and common procedures, Electrical Machine
Analysis Using Finite Elements offers a superior analytical
framework that allows you to adapt to any electrical machine,
to any software platform, and to any specific requirements
that you may encounter.
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